TECHNICAL PROJECT STUDY - Ceiling Hoods.
CLIENT
MODEL, MEASURE AND MOTOR VERSION
ORDER NO. OR BUDGET

FUME EVACUATION DUCT (cm) (m)
Height, hollow or space that there is false ceiling, (from wrought to false ceiling.)...................................................................

Indicate the side of the hood through which the flue pipe will be
installed. See manufacturing output of the model in technical
catalog drawings. (Point "3" represents the front and opening panel)

cm

SUPERIOR

SHORT

1

2

LONG

3

Diameter of the smoke evacuation duct.

cm

Linear meters of the total path of the duct. (Example, 4m horizontal + 3m vertical)

m

No. of elbows and degrees, foreseeable along the route of the conduit.

uni

What element does it have to cover the exit to the outside of the smoke evacuation duct?
What element does it have to cover the outside outlet of the smoke evacuation duct?

Yes

No

COOKING AREA (cm)
Height from the countertop to the base of the hood.

cm

Type of cooking zone in countertop and measurements of width and depth of the same.
(Induction, Vitro, gaz, teppan Yaki, Wok, Grill,
50x50 + 35x50 + 90x35cm
)
Is the cooking zone centered with the hood filter zone?

Yes

No

* ONLY IN CASE OF SELECTING A HOOD WITH EXTERIOR MOTOR (m)
Linear duct meters between the hood output and the motor input.

m

Linear meters between the motor output and the output of the duct to the outside.

m

It is necessary to leave in the installation a registry door with easy access to the motor.

SKETCH DUCT PATH

RESULT

SKETCH COOCKING ZONE

TECHNICIAN

DATE

OBSERVATIONS TECHNICAL DEPT. AND ANALYSIS

Inoxpan.S.L. is not responsible for the optimal operation of the product if the instructions for use and installation included in the user and installation manual
are NOT followed.
This questionnaire and study is only indicative and as a support for a correct choice of model and good installation, but does not replace the user manual and
installation of each specific model.
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